
Native Grazable Shrubs

An exciting addition to the grazable shrub programme took place in October 2019. Three native tree
species were planted in a trial at Jon and Fiona Sherlocks’ property ‘Otorohaea’, near Huntly.
Katherine Tozer and Peter Manson met with Jon in early October and a decision was made to get
started while soil moisture was sufficient.

Why native species?

Adaptability to the hill country environment and management methods are the two biggest

challenges we face in this project. Native species have developed in the very landscape we are

working in, so it seems logical to include some that are already known to be palatable. The three we

have planted are Five Finger/Whauwhaupaku (Pseudopanax arboreus), Whitey Wood/ Mahoe

(Melicytus ramiflorus) and Broadleaf/Kapuka (Griselinia littoralis). Jon chose a north facing paddock

with medium to steep slopes so we could trial these species over a range of sites. After a long day of

work involving three generations of the Sherlock family and two project helpers, there were a total

of 45 native trees (15 of each) and 20 Tagasaste seedlings planted inside steel tree guards.

The intention is to keep the planted area cattle free using a hot wire but allow sheep access as part
of the normal rotation. Once established, the trees will grow through the steel cages and the lower
growth will be continually trimmed by sheep but the higher branches will be grazed by cattle as a
feed source. The frequency of cattle browsing is unknown just yet, but probably around annually for
the native species and two – three times a year for Tagasaste. These are all evergreen trees so they
could be used to help with a feed shortage at any time of the year. However if they are expected to
be direct grazed (rather than hand harvested) then at least annual grazing will be required to keep
themmanageable.

What if feed production from the trees is too slow or poor quality?

The tree guards and electric wire can be used to control animal access long enough to establish a
full size tree for shade, shelter, erosion control, carbon and other values.

This is another example of how trees on pasture could add even more value than just soil
conservation, with a potential feed source that is still unexplored. Jon has already gained insight and
value through hosting a deferred grazing trial initiated by AgResearch.
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Native grazable shrubs planted in groups of three to compare
growth rates

Rory and Jon preparing a steel ‘Cactus’ tree guard.



Griselinia (Broadleaf) seedling

Mahoe (Whitey Wood) seedling Five Finger seedling



Jon Sherlock and Peter Manson making the final touches to a tree guard with a
Griselinia seedling.

Jon and keen young tree planters



The Tagasaste site – the steepest pert of the paddock

Native seedlings spread in groups of three across the paddock



Amazing Mahoe

Katherine and Peter photographed a Mahoe shrub on the roadside between Jon Sherlocks property
and Huntly. It appeared to have been an established, younger tree cut back to a stump by a roadside
mower approximately 18 months prior. The photos show just how much leaf material this species
can produce. Of course this will depend on site but it was one of the factors that encouraged us to
pursue the trialling of native species with more urgency. We only have funding for another 18
months!

Katherine showing the lush regrowth from a Mahoe stump after
topping approximately 18 months prior



Huge amount of Mahoe regrowth after approximately 18 months. The stump is
visible.
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